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Welcome to Register’s 100 Most Influential People in Orange County. We are highlighting people who made a difference
in 2020. Some provided care, others taught. All, in some way, inspired. You may know their names, but others will be
surprises. And many are based on the suggestions of you, our readers.
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In a year that was dominated by a worldwide pandemic, our list of the Most Influential People in Orange
County for 2020, of course, reflects the battle with coronavirus on so many fronts.
It also highlights people who were involved with the social justice movement and those who work
tirelessly to keep us safe.
ADVERTIS
And, yes, it mixes in a little bit of fun when possible because some people made our lives a little easier
in 2020 by making us laugh, cheer or smile.
As has been the case every year we put together this list, we tried to shine a spotlight on those who
aren’t often in it, so some familiar names – people who might seem obvious because they do so much
good year after year – might not be on the 2020 list. For instance, we know the Angels’ Mike Trout still
is the best player in baseball, but this time we left him off the list.
By the way, several of the people who made the list were brought to our attention by you, our readers.
Thank you for your nominations.
Here is our list of the 100 Orange County influencers we thought you should know from 2020:
Lisa Ackerman
The founder and executive director of The Autism Community in Action remained a rock for the
county’s autism community despite the challenges of distance learning and budget constraints. “I’m
watching all of this and I’m scared to death for our families,” Ackerman said earlier this year. “In the 20
years doing this, it’s probably the most stressful time I’ve seen (for) parents.”
Ellen Ahn
Her work as Korean community services executive director has been a lifeline for many Korean
Americans in OC as they battle the pandemic. She has also been a part of the OC Health Care
Agency’s API Testing Strike Team.
Eric Alcouloumre
The Hoag emergency room doctor has drawn a good-sized Facebook following with his ongoing
“private citizen, not speaking for Hoag” commentary on the covid crisis.
Tom Allen (“Chad”) and John Parr (“JT”)
The comedians, who present themselves as guileless surfer dudes, visited the Huntington Beach Pier
last summer on a mission to “solve the mask shortage.” Toting a box of face masks, the duo offered
freebies to unamused non-compliers – eliciting reactions that speak volumes of the coronavirus divide.
Captured on video, the laugh-out-loud exchanges have attracted more than 2 million YouTube views.
They also took their act to their hometown of San Clemente.
Kirk Anderson
In conjunction with the OC Probation Department, the program administrator for Juvenile Hall School
created the first distance-learning model in California to provide education for all of OC’s incarcerated
youths during this pandemic. He accomplished this at several sites within the first month of the stay at
home order in March.
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Nadia Ansari
Ansari, a junior at Sage Hill High School, earned a $5,000 grant from the Dragon Kim Foundation to
produce a documentary about chronic pain for children. Nadia is also a student who suffers from
chronic pain, and has endured intense physical and emotional stress since being diagnosed in middle
school. She has already won an Outstanding Achievement Award from the Indie Short Fest, a Los
Angeles international film festival.
Priscilla Arceo
Like millions of other seniors, the Santa Ana High valedictorian could not attend an in-person
graduation. Still, selected in a nationwide audition, Arceo ended up with a much bigger audience –
giving a taped address in a virtual ceremony headlined by Barack Obama. “When we get knocked
down, we get up stronger,” she assured the Class of 2020. Arceo, 18, now attends UC Santa Barbara.
Julia Argyros
The philanthropist and her husband, former U.S. ambassador George Argyros, donated $7.5 million in
November to Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian to help the hospital’s nursing services. “As a direct
result of Julia Argyros’ extraordinary generosity and kindness, her name has become synonymous with
Hoag’s commitment to nursing excellence,” Flynn A. Andrizzi, president of the Hoag Hospital
Foundation, said in a statement.
Jason Austin
Austin took over as director of care coordination when Susan Price left for Costa Mesa’s assistant city
manager job. It fell to him to oversee Project Roomkey and Project Homekey that put at-risk homeless
people in hotels and motels.
Danilo Batson
He started the Spicy Green Book online directory of Black-owned eateries and food services, taking his
inspiration from the historic Green Book directory.
Shane Bieber
The Laguna Hills High graduate dominated the shortened baseball season and was the unanimous
winner of the American League Cy Young Award. The 25-year-old led all MLB pitchers with eight
victories, 122 strikeouts and a 1.63 ERA.
Phillip Blanks
The ex-Saddleback College wide receiver, who played there after serving four years in the Marines,
made national headlines by catching a 3-year-old dropped by his mother from a burning building in
Arizona. “His character was revealed,” said Mark McElroy, who coached him at Saddleback. “He
prepared himself in his life for any opportunity to help someone. (He was) nothing short of heroic.”
Bill Bracken
The former chef at a Newport Beach hotel began feeding the homeless and needy with his Bracken’s
Kitchen social enterprise a few years ago. In response to the pandemic, he ramped up the number of
free meals served from 450,000 in 2019 to 1.3 million so far this year and has employed laid-off
restaurant workers to produce those meals.
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Ada Briceno
Briceno and her union, UNITE-HERE, pushed for a bill to give laid-off workers in the hospitality industry
a guaranteed right to return to their jobs when their employers resume business. Gov. Gavin Newsom
vetoed the bill, but the union has won similar provisions in some local cities, including L.A. and Long
Beach. Also, the Democratic Party, which she chairs in OC, ran more local candidates than any time in
its history and flipped 20 seats from red to blue, including in deep-red areas like Huntington Beach and
San Clemente, and took a plurality of school board seats across OC for the first time.
Vanessa Bryant
She is the wife of one and mother of another of the victims of the January helicopter crash that claimed
the lives of nine OC residents. She also became the face of the region’s grief for her husband Kobe,
daughter Gianna and the others who died, and her occasional updates via social media were welcomed
by fans who sought out a connection.
Luis Cachua
The reader-nominated founder of Orange County Latino Giving Circle led an effort to raise money to
support Latino-led nonprofits in OC. In September 2020, the circle announced its first round of grants. It
invested $13,500 to support Chicanos Unidos CHISPA Education Fund, both from Santa Ana.
Daniel Castillo
This local pitmaster quit his job as a corporate chef for Whole Foods and, despite pandemic setbacks,
opened Heritage Barbecue in San Juan Capistrano. In May he was awarded $10,000 from national
charcoal company Kingsford as part of a program to recognize America’s outstanding pitmasters.
Elizabeth Cauffman
The UCI professor launched a “young adult court” program in 2018 after receiving a $780,000 grant
from the National Institute of Justice that helps young men who have served time get back on their feet
and clear their record. The program had its first graduate in June.
Dr. Clayton Chau
Orange County’s health officer and the director of the Orange County Health Care Agency handled
both roles at the most crucial time possible. In the health officer position, he replaced Dr. Nichole Quick,
who resigned June 8 after facing significant public backlash for some of her decisions.
Geoffrey Clayton
JSerra High’s girls basketball coach mentored his team in social justice issues after the killing of
George Floyd and inspired them to do community service in L.A.
Darren Coyle
Fable & Spirit in Newport Beach, which Coyle opened with his wife and children in the summer of 2019,
was one of only two O.C. restaurants to be awarded “discoveries” status in this year’s California
Michelin Guide. The family operation is headed up Darren and Jean Coyle, with their son Drew as the
director of spirits, and daughter Ali as the sommelier.
Donald Dermit
He’s been a street pastor to the homeless in Orange County and has become Judge David O. Carter’s
grassroots surrogate in moving people from encampments in Buena Park, Placentia and Fullerton to
new shelters.
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Tanya Doby
In November, Doby, a 41-year-old business owner and mother of two young children, became the first
Black person elected to the Los Alamitos City Council. That accomplishment carries a dose of irony.
Doby ran against longtime City Councilman Dean Grose, who as mayor in 2009 brought national and
cringe-worthy attention to the city — mass-emailing an image of watermelons growing on the White
House lawn after President Barack Obama’s inauguration.
Jay Doshi
The needs of others during the pandemic prompted him to create the California Social Resource
Database, an online directory to help those in need during the pandemic, specific to each of the state’s
58 counties; other teens kept it updated.
Dr. Michael Drake
The former UC Irvine chancellor was named president of UC statewide, the first Black person to hold
the job. “Dr. Drake personifies the qualities we looked for in selecting a new president: He is committed
to seeing the whole student and to supporting all our students. He recognizes the incalculable value of
faculty and staff to the University’s mission, and he understands the importance of the public and
private partnerships that help us achieve that mission,” John A. Pérez, chair of the UC Board of
Regents, said when Drake was appointed.
Amanda Ells
The reader-nominated nurse has been working two jobs to care for patients throughout the pandemic.
Chris Epting
The history buff and author gave people something to talk about besides coronavirus with his public
television series “Hidden Huntington Beach.” The show highlights a whimsical and often quirky past.
Reminders of the past “hide in plain sight”: old jail cells outside a pub, a gas station designed by Frank
Lloyd Wright Jr., a century-old silo. “Focusing on history instead of political differences,” Epting said,
“helps pull the city together in a positive way.”
Chloe Mei Espinosa
The Mater Dei High freshman was nominated for Nickelodeon and Time Magazine Kid of the Year
awards after her Skip the Plastic Straw drive led some 120 OC schools to eliminate plastic straws on
campus.
Brian Fennessy
The chief of the Orange County Fire Authority oversaw the battles against fires that devastated large
areas of the county in 2020. OCFA worked with neighboring agencies and Cal Fire as the region’s fire
season seemed to expand once again.
Freddie Freeman
The ex-El Modena High baseball player won the NL MVP award after four top-10 finishes earlier in his
career. He was tremendous in the shortened season that started soon after his battle with COVID-19,
during which his fever reached 104.5 degrees at one scary point.
Olivia Fu
The Stanford student became a key organizer member of CUSD Against Racism, a student-led group
that has inspired change in the county’s largest school district.
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Howard Gillman
UC Irvine’s chancellor oversaw what some call the greatest crisis in the school’s 55-year-history with
the drastic changes necessitated by the pandemic. Most on-campus activities were suspended in a
shift to remote instruction. At the same time, UCI Health became a focus of Orange County’s fight
against COVID-19.
Mark Girardeau
From the ocean to the mountains, Girardeau wants to show people the best of Orange County. The
photographer created the website orangecountyoutdoors.com, a way to connect nature enthusiasts
who share his passions. He’s documented countless whales up close, creating several viral videos that
reach millions online.
Kim Goll
Before the pandemic, the reader-nominated Goll and First 5 Orange County issued the report “Orange
County Child Care Landscape Analysis.” that found there was a dearth of quality and affordable child
care in the county. Thanks in part to that report, the Orange County Board of Supervisors approved $5
million in CARES Act funds to be given to child care providers. In response to problems created by the
pandemic, Goll and First 5 OC an additional $5.1 million from the county.
Beckie Gomez
Gomez termed out on the Tustin City Council in 2018. Although respected, she was never named
mayor in her eight years as men kept trading around the title among themselves. She ran again this
November and comfortably won. Gomez also sits on the Orange County Board of Education, where in
July she cast the only vote against schools reopening without mandatory masks and social distancing.
Laura Gómez
The third-grade teacher from Martin Elementary in Santa Ana was one of five California Teachers of the
Year and the only one from Orange County selected in October. Read a longer profile on Gómez.
Anne Grey
The executive director of the Alzheimer’s Association in Orange County guided her staff and volunteers
in an effort to keep serving vulnerable older adults and their caregivers despite the pandemic. On
March 12, every program and class offered in Orange County pivoted to virtual without any
cancellations to continue providing support and resources to guide caregivers whose circumstances
were thrown into turmoil.
Kyle Hansen and Andrew Levin
Hansen and Levin started Recycle for Veterans, which held multiple beach cleanups this year and has
placed several dozen veterans in new jobs. The Marine veterans created the nonprofit to help other
veterans transition from the military to civilian life.
Jordan Harding
Harding, the general manager of City National Grove of Anaheim has been responsible for overseeing
40 drive-in, COVID-safe live events and keeping staff employed during a pandemic. He and his team at
Nederlander and The Grove pivoted quickly to keep things intact in an otherwise crumbling industry.
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Rick Hasen
The UC Irvine professor has been quoted by or appeared on just about every news outlet out there as
an expert on election law, opining about the Trump campaign’s numerous unsuccessful legal
challenges.
Dale Helvig
The Santa Ana neighborhood leader successfully led the fight against a controversial development
project, forcing the city council to overturn its approval.
Harald Hermann and Mark Lowry
The directors of Orange County’s two food banks, Second Harvest Food Bank and OC Food Bank,
respectively, worked individually and together to get food to thousands of people hurt economically by
the pandemic.
Anthony Hsieh
He is the CEO of Loan Depot, the nation’s second-largest non-bank mortgage maker. Not only is the
company preparing to go public and growing fast in this year’s housing rebound, but he also helped
organize the War Heroes on Water sportfishing fundraiser for vets. He paid $61 million in OC’s priciest
home purchase ever and survived a serious fight with the coronavirus.
Scott Jennie
Jennie, a Laguna Beach fire captain and state director of the Firefighter Cancer Support Network has
worked hard to clean the sooty image from the fire service. This year, he helped raise $10,000 for
firefighter education and in October partnered with an East Coast nonprofit to bring responder wipes to
the West Coast for the first time.
Raffi Kaprelyan
Kaprelyan, who started at Knott’s while a student at Kennedy High, is now a VP with parent company
Cedar Fair and guided the strategy to pivot to food events as a way around the park’s closure. Read a
longer profile on Kaprelyan.
Dr. Jim Keany
He heads up Mission Hospital’s Emergency Room and has directed much of the COVID response. He
also led a federal task force that treated some of the first Americans at Miramar after being infected with
COVID on the Diamond Princess cruise ship.
Neal Kelley
The OC Registrar of Voters was the voice of competence and information about election integrity in a
highly volatile year. There were no significant issues in a general election where more than 1.5 million
Orange County voters cast their ballots – that was 87.3 of all registered voters in the county, by the
way.
Ferin Kidd
At the age of 20, the OC native robbed a liquor store and served 10 years in prison. He used the $200
given parolees upon release to start Black OC, a one-man business/activist group that emerged this
summer as an organizer of protests, community activities and mentoring of at-risk youth. Read a longer
profile about Kidd.
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Daniel Kim
The co-founder of the Dragon Kim Foundation, along with his wife Grace, saw the work being done in
Las Vegas to feed those in need because of the pandemic and launched an effort in Orange County in
June. Delivering Food With Dignity has raised more than $300,000 and served more than 50,000 meals
so far. “It’s not just delivering food,” Kim said in June. “It’s delivering a message that we all care.”
Dean Kim
Since the early days of the pandemic, he has opened his OC Baking Company as a storefront to help a
dozen industry colleagues do takeout and retail. There are also free meals for healthcare workers. Kim,
who has diabetes, used his Payroll Protection grant to train all his employees as bakers.
Dr. Edward Kim
Kim was named physician-in-chief to guide the staff and community outreach for the comprehensive
hospital campus City of Hope is building in Irvine to improve cancer care here.
Young Kim and Michelle Steel
After all of Orange County’s House seats turned blue in 2018, Republican Kim unseated Gil Cisneros in
California’s 39th District and Steel ousted Harley Rouda in the CA-48. They became two of the first
three Korean American women elected to the House of Representatives (along with a Democrat from
Washington).
Mike Kraman
Kraman led the Transportation Corridor Agencies as its CEO for six years, retiring earlier this year after
helping finalize an agreement with Caltrans and the Orange County Transportation Authority to end
decades of debate over the extension of the 241 Toll Road. The agreement announced in March plans
for the extension Los Patrones Parkway to Avenida La Pata instead of running the 241 through San
Clemente to the 5 freeway.
Miky Lee
Remember “Parasite”? She financed the making of the Oscar-winning movie. The Laguna Beach
resident also has been a Korean entertainment mogul, working on various K-Pop projects such as
KCON.
Joshua Lozano
This fine-dining chef, suddenly out of work because of the pandemic, started selling food on Instagram,
where his Basque-style burnt cheesecakes became an instant hit. Despite being self-employed, he still
held a charity dinner/turkey drive to provide Thanksgiving meal kits to 250 Santa Ana families.
Joe Maddon
The Angels’ manager embraced his return to the community and worked with groups to help homeless
people and other groups. Recently, the Salvation Army turned to him as a digital ambassador to help
make up for its lack of physical locations for people to donate.
Marcia Manker
As CEO of both MemorialCare Orange Coast Medical Center in Fountain Valley and MemorialCare
Saddleback Medical Center in Laguna Hills, Manker, 60, has been tasked with keeping thousands of
health workers safe during the coronavirus crisis. The demand last March was sudden and competitive.
“We have spared no expense to get our employees the protective equipment they need,” said the
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Huntington Beach resident. “It continues to be very expensive and economically challenging. But we
make our staff our No. 1 priority.”
Jonathan Martinez
Martinez is an up-and-coming muralist from Santa Ana whose wild-life-themed artwork is being put to
use in the National Wildlife Federation campaign to save L.A. County’s cougars.
Rebeca Martinez
Once the pandemic hit, the Los Amigos High teacher made herself accessible to students longer hours
than required. She understood that many students were low-income and didn’t have access to regular
study or academic materials, so she made her social media a way for students to engage in the
material.
Dave Min
Min defeated incumbent Sen. John Moorlach to represent the 37th District in the California Senate. “It is
an incredible honor and I am unbelievably humbled by the fact that well over 250,000 Orange County
voters chose to mark their ballots for me,” said the UC Irvine law professor, who outraised Moorlach by
more than $1 million.
Robert Nelson
The Tustin police sergeant who grew up in Compton made a heartfelt, candid video about racism for his
friends after the killing of George Floyd. Police Chief Stu Greenberg got word of it and, despite the
video’s edgy message, embraced it – posting it on the department’s social media.
Hugh Nguyen
When the pandemic shut down public offices that issue marriage licenses, Orange County’s ClerkRecorder made love happen in the Honda Center parking lot, using ticket booths to protect his
employees.
Tam Nguyen
The owner of Advance Beauty College was a leading voice in California’s nail industry during the
pandemic, which closed down hair and nail salons more than once. Nguyen is also co-founder of a new
non-profit, Nailing it for America, which among other things pushed back when Gov. Gavin
Newsom said that COVID-19 “started in the state of California, the first community spread, in a nail
salon.” The group’s work includes supporting health care workers and other frontline worker with
deliveries of food, drinks and thank you cards.
Jackie Ni
With help from three friends, the June graduate of Sage Hill School built SupplyCrate.org, an online
nexus for procuring and distributing PPE (more than 375,000 pieces). Then came BLMsupplycrate.org,
to facilitate requests and donations to organizers and activists involved in social justice protests.
Mariana Nita
Nita, a registered nurse who owns Best Elderly Care in Villa Park, a facility for six women ranging in
age from 85 to 95, realized early on COVID-19 would likely reach Southern California, possibly
endangering her vulnerable residents. So in early February, Nita, one of the first nursing home
operators to do so, stepped up cold and flu protocols for her residents and implemented other
protection measures.
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Andrew Noymer
The epidemiologist and professor of public health at UC Irvine has become an essential and
independent interpreter of Orange County’s pandemic trends.
Tito Ortiz
The hometown celebrity, who made his name as a mixed martial arts star, took the most votes in a field
of 15 Huntington Beach City Council candidates. On his first night on the job, Ortiz was named mayor
pro tem, putting him in line for mayor next year. Affable and outspoken, Ortiz has raised eyebrows for
embracing far-right conspiracy theories – including the belief that coronavirus is an exaggerated health
risk.
Tiffany Pang
The technology she innovated and created played a key role in getting several hundred people
experiencing homelessness into services and off the streets as part of the North Orange County Public
Safety Task Force. It’s generating significant interest from other parts of the state as they look at her
technology and the approach of the task force as a model for other parts of the state. “You no longer
have to rely on the enthusiasm of the case manager or the outreach worker,” she said.
Saachi Pavani
Girl Scouts of Orange County nominated the seven-year Girl Scout and said she stood up to make a
difference when the pandemic hit. She not only made hundreds of masks personally but she
coordinated the distribution of 38,000 masks to local nonprofits. Saachi also conducted a donation drive
raising $3,513 and collecting 7,193 units of food to be donated to the Southern California Hospice
Foundation.
Carlos Perea
He became the first undocumented resident to serve on a commission in Santa Ana (or Orange
County, for that matter). He has continued to push the conversation on immigrant justice as an activist
for nearly a decade in Orange County.
Katie Porter
The owner of Congress’ most famous whiteboard continued to establish herself as a force in the House
of Representatives as the Democratic Party’s go-to person to ask tough questions. She handily won
reelection after proving herself to be a strong fundraiser for her campaign as well as others’.
Ken Potrock
Potrock achieved his dream job of president of the Disneyland resort in May, two months after its parks
and hotels were closed by the pandemic. In the nine months since, he has lost 11,500 employees to
layoffs, thousands more to furloughs, and has made the case to the state that the parks should be able
to reopen when Orange County reaches the orange or moderate tier for COVID transmission.
Andrew Pulver
The superintendent of Los Alamitos Unified led his district to become the first in the county to receive
the state waiver to reopen and help the district through numerous challenges in the pandemic.
Leo Razo
The reader-nominated chef at Villa Roma in Laguna Hills prepares meals for homeless shelters and
each week creates more than 250 additional meals for families in need and vulnerable people. He also
distributes grocery boxes to families. His Paella with a Purpose program benefits local nonprofits.
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Jack Rico
He was a standout among the Fullerton College graduates this summer at age 13. The La Mirada teen
was the youngest ever for the campus, earning four associate degrees – art and human expression,
social behavior, social science and history.
Alesia Robinson
Robinson emerged as an African American activist who helped organize and use social media to get
word out about protests after George Floyd’s killing.
Natalie Rodriguez
Rodriguez, a junior at Orange Lutheran High, and her friends Andy Loughran and Jacob Eusebio
created Serving Advantage, a program that teaches tennis to and helps connect with kids who have
special needs. Read a longer profile about Rodriguez and Serving Advantage.
Oscar Rodriguez
Rodriguez, who was a candidate for city council, was commended by a reader who nominated him for
his work on housing discrimination, immigration rights, tenant protections, code enforcement
compliance and food insecurity. He has organized large food distributions in Huntington Beach’s Oak
View neighborhood.
J.P. Rose
The lawyer for the Center for Biological Diversity was successful in a lawsuit that could help sustain the
mountain lion population in the Santa Ana Mountains. The suit scales down the size of the Altair
development in Temecula, keeping clear land targeted for a freeway wildlife crossing.
Jerri Rosen
After a Feb. 2 fire that destroyed the organization’s Irvine headquarters and amid the pandemic, Rosen,
the CEO and founder of Working Wardrobes, rebuilt the organization and reopened in the early fall.
“We are beyond blessed with donations, good quality donations,” Rosen said. “The community really
rallied.”
Henry Samueli
The owner of the Ducks, along with his wife Susan, announced plans for OCVibe, a $3 billion mixeduse entertainment development around Honda Center. The first phase is expected to be open to the
public in 2024. “As we continue to deal with the challenge of coronavirus and a struggling economy, we
look to OC Vibe and other major projects as a vital part of our recovery,” Anaheim spokeswoman
Lauren Gold said in a statement.
Gina Schweppe
The reader-nominated coupon blogger from Ladera Ranch provides families the tools to save money
each week on groceries and essentials. She shares her insights on hot deals with her audience of more
than 30,000 subscribers to her YouTube channel.
Bruno Serato
For years, the chef, through his Caterina’s Club, has been cooking up pasta meals for thousands of
children a day. But since the coronavirus outbreak, the food assistance program has served more than
1.6 million meals to more than 160,000 families. The nonprofit also provides pantry packs, containing
an assortment of staples, and rental assistance.
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Corey Sianez
Buena Park’s chief of police is the chairman of the North Orange County Public Safety Task Force. The
group is comprised of several police departments working together with community-benefit
organizations to provide services – a service first, enforcement-as-a-last–resort approach.
Harry Sidhu
When elected in 2018, Anaheim’s mayor promised to keep Angels baseball. This year he delivered,
shepherding a stadium sale deal that – while not universally cheered – will lead to a major
redevelopment of the area with shops and restaurants, a showpiece public park and thousands of new
homes.
Alana Yegsigian Smith
Smith, who was nominated by a reader, has worked with Saddleback Church’s food distribution
program. Since March, she has worked all over Orange County helping to feed those in need.
Richard Stein
He led ArtsOC’s successful efforts to generate more than $2.7 million in COVID-19 relief for local artists
and arts organizations.
Rabbi Marcia Tilchin
The founder of the Orange County Jewish Collaborative organized and facilitated a variety of programs
that serve people of all faiths, including social justice programs to enhance the lives of the homeless as
well as detained refugees. Also, she holds weekly internet religious and educational programs via the
Internet.
Tammy Tumbling
The executive vice president and chief operating officer of Orange County Community
Foundation started the African American Alliance Fund with her own money in the wake of George
Floyd’s killing to raise awareness about systemic racism and support programs that advance African
Americans within Orange County and surrounding communities.
Justin Turner
The former Cal State Fullerton player hit three home runs in the Dodgers’ postseason run, including two
in the World Series, to help lead the Dodgers to their first championship since 1988. He was criticized
for returning to the field to celebrate the Dodgers’ title after he received positive coronavirus results
during the final game but later apologized. During the pandemic, his foundation has helped the Dream
Center provide meals to those in need.
John Pono Van Gieson
After three decades in the military and fire service, Van Gieson took on the job of launching Placentia’s
newly created fire department as chief when the city left the Orange County Fire Authority.
John Villa
The executive director for the Huntington Beach Wetlands Conservancy has been doing a lot for these
often overlooked estuaries, especially securing $2.5 million to buy the Newland Marsh at the corner of
Beach Boulevard and Pacific Coast Highway for restoration.
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Fram Virjee
Cal State Fullerton’s president and others at the university made the early decision to have a fall
semester that was mostly virtual while many schools delayed the tough call as long as possible. The
plan, at this point, is to have students return to campus for the fall semester in 2021. “Today, despite
being in the throes of a national surge of the virus, we are seeing glimmers of hope for the future,” he
said in a recent statement.
Iliana Soto Welty
She is the executive director of MECCA, a multi-ethnic collaboration of agencies aimed at reducing
disparities for people of color. She launched a mental health initiative for the underserved.
Michael Sean Wright
The founder of Wound Walk, Wright, a former EMT, goes out to homeless folks in parks and on the
streets with medical supplies to tend to their wounds.
Dan Young
The former Irvine Company executive helped quietly push the OCVibe project at Honda Center through
Anaheim’s political maze without any controversy for Ducks owners Henry and Susan Samueli.
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